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 Storage inspiration from Elfa

MASTER YOUR “NARROWS”

EVERYTHING CAN BE ORGANIZED

Future trends: Inspired by nature

Welcome to orderliness

HANNA WERNING, GUEST DESIGNER



The back of a door makes an excellent 
storage space. Simply attach a wall band 
onto the door using over door hooks to 
fasten. No drilling or screws required. 
Then hang up baskets, racks, storing 
boards, hooks - whatever you need!

Small entrance hall? Use the 
door to create an easy-access 
storage space - one you never 
thought existed.



Read more about our storage habits on page 7.

*Approximately 4,000 people from Sweden, Denmark, Norway  
and Finland participated in Elfa’s survey on storage habits.  
Source: Storage Report 2.0. YouGov February 2016.

Welcome  
to orderliness.

How many times have I not tripped over my daughters’ shoes - lying all 
about the place - when I walk through the front door? My entrance hall 
greets me when I get home and it is also the last place I see when I rush 
off to work in the morning. This often confined space is where we keep 
all our essentials - keys, shoes, coats, and so on. We never seem to have 
enough space… so why not use the space we do have, wisely? You 
would never guess how much more space you gain by using the entire 
wall, from floor to ceiling, or perhaps the back of a door. This edition of 
Elfa Storage Insider offers tips on how to make your entrance inviting  
- to your guests as well as yourself.

 

I am not the only one who owns too many clothes and accessories that 
I never wear. Here at Elfa we conducted a survey about this and, er... it 
appears to be a Swedish trait. We all seem to own, on average, eleven 
pairs of shoes each although we only wear six of them on a regular basis. 
So it’s not surprising then that we need plenty of storage space. As 
every home has its own unique style we have transformed orderliness 
into stylish interiors. Let us introduce designer Hanna Werning who has 
created a range of stylish and tactile patterns for our new sliding door 
range: Linear. Hanna’s name has now been added to the list of designers 
who have helped Elfa make history.

Here you go, turn the page and be inspired!

Good luck!

Christine Dahlman  
Storage Specialist, Elfa

6 out of 10 Swedes would be okay with  
owning half as many clothes/shoes*

Orderliness is just so... stylish 



36 cm

An entrance bright and beautiful
Sliding doors with mirrors reflect light and 
create an impression of space. It feels bright 
and airy - perfect in a small or narrow hallway. 

TOPIC: ENTRANCE

Master your  
“narrows”
Do you find it difficult or even 
impossible to keep your hallway tidy? 
Then Elfa’s range for small and narrow 
spaces is the solution.

Even a narrow space can accommodate 
clever storage solutions. Use the 
wall from floor to ceiling, from wall 
to wall, and decorate with clever and 
efficient storage solutions - adapted to 
your needs and your entrance space 
dimensions. 



Pull-out shelves or boxes help you 
quickly find hats and gloves, jumpers, 
gym bags, or whatever it is you store 
in your entrance hall.

Storing your shoes on a rack makes  
it much easier to keep the floor clean.



TOPIC: ENTRANCE

6 tips for a  
great entrance: 

 Begin by figuring out what you 
intend to store. Are you hanging 
up coats and jackets? Do you need 
shelves for cardigans and scarves? 
Or will you store shoes, bags, 
umbrellas, or perhaps outdoor 
toys? Adapt your storage solution 
to your needs.

 Be honest, be brutal - what do you 
really need in here? Maybe you 
have lots of stuff that could be 
stored elsewhere.

 Give items you use every day their 
own spot: keys, phone, wallet... 
Then you won’t have to look too 
hard every time you need them.

 Items you seldom use: put them 
on the top shelf!

 Give each family member their 
own shelf or basket, where 
they can empty out their bag or 
pockets.

 Clear the floor. If you can see  
the floor: it looks tidy – and it is 
easier to keep tidy!
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Give away, sell 
or swap stu� you 

no longer use.

More than one in three 
Swedes have so much 

clothing/shoes that they 
cannot close the doors 

to their wardrobes.

TIPS!

Have felt “I have nothing to wear”

Storage Report 2016
Elfa kikar in i garderoben hos de 
nordiska hushållen
Rapporten bygger på en undersökning som omfattar totalt 
4026 personer mellan 18 och 74 år från Sverige (1011), 
Norge (1002), Danmark (1007) och Finland (1006). Den 
är genomförd via webbenkät av det oberoende marknads-
undersökningsföretaget YouGov, på 
uppdrag av Elfa. Elfa är en av världens 
ledande leverantörer inom måttan-
passad förvaring.

pairs of
trousers

Swedes...

...own 
(on average):

...regularly 
use:

jumpers

pairs 
of shoes   

bags

6

12

6

4

11

21

11

6 out of 10 
Swedes would be 
okay with owning 

half as many 
clothes/shoes.

58%

Swedes 

81%
Finns 

78%

Danes 

71%
 Norwegians 

69%

...While Danes
own the least 

clothes – and find 
dressing easy..

Swedes 
own the most 
clothes – and 

find it most di�cult 
to dress....

SWEDES 

86
PER CENT

NORWEGIANS

78
PER CENT

DANES 

75
PER CENT

FINNS 

79
PER CENT

Own too many 
clothes/shoes they do not 

wear regularly:

1. Baby steps get you started

Time to confront all those piles of clothes? 
Is there stuff you could throw out, swap 
or give away? Be brutal - get rid of clothes 
and shoes you never wear or don’t need. 
You don’t have to go all in - take baby 
steps to begin with. Then it won’t feel 
so overwhelming! After a major clean-
out you will realise just how much all 
that stuff affected your mood - and your 
family’s well-being.

Follow us on Facebook and Instagram for more inspiration and clever  
tips. And THANK YOU for tagging your wonderful photographs with  
#Elfa, #ElfaSystem and #EveryThingCanBeOrganized.

TOPIC: CLOTHES STORAGE

Why did we launch this Storage Report?
“We have been storage specialists for the past 
65 years. We want to know how people live and 
understand the challenges they face in their 
everyday lives. We hope to be able to contribute 
good advice and inspiration to help make 
people’s lives easier”, says Christine Dahlman, 
Storage Specialist at Elfa.

How about the Swedes?
The Swedes definitely stand out in this survey. 
They are the worst offenders when it comes to 
clothing that never gets worn. At the same time, 
the Swedes are the ones who most often feel as 
though they have nothing to wear. 

Multiple Swedes also stated that they have so 
much clothing and shoes that they cannot close 
the doors to their wardrobes.

The Elfa Storage Report: 

We own too 
much stuff

2. Find what you already have

When every item has its own 
designated place you will always  
find it. You will never again have to 
replace lost clothing!

3. Discovery time

You would never guess the kind 
of storage space that exists in 
most homes. Corners, a shallow 
wall, the back of a door, and other 
‘undiscovered’ spaces can easily 

swallow clothes and shoes with 
clever and flexible storage solutions. 
Gain more space by putting stuff 
away!
 
4. Stick to your plan

Once you have sorted through 
and thrown stuff away - create an 
efficient and structured storage 
solution. Plan where to store your 
clothing and shoes, and stick to the 
plan! You will never regret it!

QUICK GUIDE TO LESS STUFF 

The Elfa Storage Report is a major survey of the habits 
and attitudes of Nordic households when it comes to 
using and storing clothes and shoes. The report focuses 
on the mismatch between how much clothing we own 
and how much we actually use. 
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MIRROR guideline

Hanna Werning found inspiration for 
her patterns in Elfa’s classic products.

TOPIC: SLIDING DOORS

When Hanna Werning was assigned 
to create tactile patterns for our Linear 
sliding door she was inspired by Elfa 
classics from the 50s and 60s. Fast 
forward to four unique and timeless 
patterns which lend character and add a 
sense of harmony to any room.

Design in line

Playful take on the 
traditional Harlequin 
pattern inspired by 
the Elfa basket.

GRAVITY FLOW
Romantic waterfall 
of droplets and 
leaves inspired 
by the Elfa mesh 
pattern.

ZACK
Zig zag motif   
- or a traditional 
wooden panel  
with a modern- 
day twist.

MIMIC
Inspired by the 
classic squares of 
some of Elfas most 
famous designs.

REFLECT
Retro-shaped 
inset mirror adds 
a lot of character.

HANNA WERNING, 
DESIGNER

Hanna Wernings name is now linked 
with influential designers such as 
Nisse Strinning and Birger Sparring, 
who have created history with Elfa.



Linear sliding doors with GRAVITY pattern. 
Wall hang system Classic in white.

 ”Elfa has a very exciting 
history of functional and  
simple design, that I wanted  
to enhance in this project...”   Hanna Werning

PLAIN
Timeless, no pattern. 
Scandinavian design  
in its purest form.

Watch Hanna talk about her  
work on www.elfa.com.



snow cloud

tarragon

artic night

natural clay

GENUINE  
WALNUT VENEER

HUMBLE ASH VENEER

WEATHERED  GREY OAK

TASTEFUL 
TEAK

ADORABLE 
ASH

SENSIBLE OAK
INNOCENT BIRCH

NORDIC 
SENSE

“With inspiration from Scandinavian forests 
we welcome the warm and soothing colours 
of nature into our homes”.

How would you describe autumn 
trends? 

This autumn we are inspired by the colours 
and materials found in the wild. Nature 
untouched by humans. Deep forests, 
distant mountains and rugged shores 
create a palette of green, greyish blue and 
earthy colours. We are especially in love 
with WOOD! Everywhere in nature we find 
wood: blonde wood such as ash and beech 
as well as dark wood that is becoming 
popular again. And yes, teak is making a 
comeback!

Elfa’s concept developers and 
trend specialists Maria Dizdarevic 
and Johanna Cahné have carefully 
selected the new fillings for sliding 
doors in Elfa Colour Collections 
2016/2017.

FUTURE 
TRENDS

TOPIC: SLIDING DOORS

Which sliding door collection do you 
recommend this season?

Nordic sense! This is where wood  
comes into its own with some of our  
favourites: Teak, Adorable Ash and 
Weathered Grey Oak. 

We also recommend Tarragon, Natural  
Clay, Snow Cloud and Arctic Night if you 
want to decorate to season.

Keep an eye out for our new collection Simply Whites 
with various fillings and different shades of white as well 

as Shaping History with Hanna Werning’s designs.



Sliding doors Scenic  
with Tasteful Teak.

Sliding doors Scenic  
with Adorable Ash.



Soon it is party season - why not keep all 
your party stuff in one place? How about 
on the back side of a door? 

Make room for parties!
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More clever storage solutions and your  
local Elfa retailer can be found at elfa.com


